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To my father and brothers,

Who taught me to
Put my hands into the mire
To learn the kinship of the
Shaped and the unshapen
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Introduction: A Broken System and a Solution
In 1939, residents of Kettle Falls and nine other Columbia River towns heard some
surprising news—in two years their houses would be completely underwater. The U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation was about to finish building the Grand Coulee Dam a few miles downstream and
these towns were going to be submerged by the dam’s reservoir. After informing the small
communities of this information, the Bureau spent the next two years stripping the future
reservoir basin of debris.1 They cut down trees for
the lumber and blasted their stumps; they burned
brush; and they began loading up the 10 small
towns onto truck beds to be relocated. Lake
Roosevelt that formed behind the Grand Coulee
flooded about 100,000 acres and drove 3,000
people to higher ground.2 Those who could,
bought their houses back from the Bureau and

Figure 1: Moving a house above the high
water line, Marcus, WA 1941

trucked them to new town sites (see Figure 13). Those who couldn’t buy back their houses left
them to be burned.4 Only four of the ten displaced towns survived—Peach and Gerome
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disbanded, Lincoln became a boat launch, and Boyds is now a single business and a few houses.
Communities split in derision and anger over the displacement.
During the dam’s construction, over half a million tourists a year flooded to the Grand
Coulee site and the surrounding region.5 Amidst the controversial town displacement, the
region saw a massive influx of visitors and local economic boom to support them. When the
reservoir filled, recreation activity on Lake Roosevelt played a large role in the growth of Grand
Coulee city that arose adjacent to the dam. Thousands of dams tell similar stories: they often
force people from their land and cause many unwanted changes, and yet they also provide a
large economic boom to the region. So, upon reflection, have these dams been beneficial to the
local populations? Controversies over how dams affect the local communities both socially and
economically run deep—they pit family against family, agency against agency.
Water issues have proven themselves some of the most controversial in American
history—especially of the western states. Strife and controversies like the one shown above
have plagued dam building and maintenance since their inception. Dams on the Columbia River
flooded significant Indian fishing and cultural sites that were protected by the 1855 treaties—
sites such as Celilo Falls and Kettle Falls (see Figure 26)—thereby removing vital sources of the
natives’ lifestyle and religion. Yet dams also provide vital protection from seasonal flood waters.
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Dams disrupt the ecologies of rivers by
stopping the movement of fish runs,
changing water quality, temperatures,
and sediment flows, and yet, they
provide efficient electricity and
irrigation for millions of acres of
farmland in the arid West. The
complexities run deep. Millions of

Figure 2: Natives dipnet fishing at Celilo Falls. The fishing
ground was covered in 1957 by the Dalles Dam

people across the nation and world benefit from dams; nevertheless, there is a growing
movement to restore original river habitats by tearing these dams down.
There are 90,580 dams recorded in the U.S. alone.7 That means that on average 348
dams have been built every year since the signing of the Declaration of Independence. A 2017
report by the American Society of Civil Engineers stated that the average age of these 90,580
dams is 56 years old. The number of aging dams with a high likelihood of breaching is
increasing, climbing to nearly 15,500 in 2016.8 The report estimates that in the coming years an
investment of nearly $45 billion will be spent to repair these aging, yet critical, high-hazard
dams.9
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We will have to address these aging dams soon, either firming up their foundations and
updating them to meet new environmental regulations like installing fish ladders, fish elevators,
new power houses, and spillways; or removing them altogether. Both require money. Both
require careful planning. The potential consequences of not acting would be devastating—
dams would begin failing, causing deadly floods and immense economic damage, fish species
would continue to go extinct destroying river ecosystems and biodiversity, water quality would
continue to decline in the massive reservoirs, effecting drinking water and irrigation, sediment
buildup behind dams would continue to starve down-stream ecosystems of necessary dirt and
nutrients, causing harmful erosion and loss of habitat. These next thirty years will prove some
of the most important in the history of water issues.
...
The current system is broken, and at a decision point. Over the noise of public and
political debate, now more than ever, Scriptural principles of caring for creation are vital for the
Christian life. In this paper, I mean to draw out how the dominion mandate applies to dams and
provides practical answers that address these complex problems. Biblical principles of taking
dominion accomplish what the prevailing paradigms that drive the building and removal of
dams are unable to do. In the public square, there are two mainstream paradigms, two ways of
thinking about dams. The first focuses on the benefits dams provide like cheap hydropower,
irrigation water, withholding flood waters, etc. The second focuses on the caustic effects of
dams, including stopping fish runs, ruining animal habitat, harming water quality, etc. Both
paradigms are founded firmly in a wrong understanding of the natural order God created. The
first places man completely outside of nature, able to do with it however he please; the second
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places man completely inside of nature, on equal moral footing with the land. Because both
paradigms are grounded in flawed understandings of man’s relation to creation, they both lead
to faulty end-goals. The first camp would build a dam at every turn if they learned of a water
shortage or needed power generation—as was evidenced by the Bureau of Reclamation in the
20th century. The second camp would tear down every dam in the pursuit of wilderness—as is
evidenced by the modern environmentalist movement. Biblical principles, however, provide
Christians with the correct understanding of man’s relationship to creation—both outside of it
as God’s image-bearer, and inside of it as a creature of dust. Applying this truth to dams shows
a third way, rejecting both the greenies and industrialists—not all dams should be torn down
and not all dams should remain standing. The Christian approach relies on the seemingly
paradoxical prioritization of caring for creation over making a buck, and of man’s needs over
nature’s needs. Learning how to balance these principles is central to the Christian pursuit of
creation care and central to this paper.
It is desperately important for Christians across the nation to have a firm grasp on a
Biblical approach to water issues. Because water projects like dams affect so much
economically, culturally, and ecologically, it is foolish for culture-shaping Christians to gloss over
this issue. Christians need to think deeply about caring for creation in respect to water issues,
and consider possible alternatives to the current dam model. Thinking in a Christian way always
requires bucking the paradigms that the secular world offers. This isn’t a revolutionary idea. So
why are Christians overwhelmingly reluctant to challenge the secular paradigms and offer up
new ideas about how to care for the earth? If we truly believe that creation is being harmed or
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threatened, should we not fight for ecological and economic alternatives in line with God’s
commands that could help bring life back to it?
To understand how Christian principles correctly understand man’s relationship to
creation and its application to dams, we will look at five major sections. The first section
provides the historical context of the current state of dams in America. The second provides the
theological context of the discussion by unpacking the dominion mandate and its implications.
The third shows the application of Biblical principles to dams. The fourth provides practical
alternatives to dams like the removal of market distortions that drive their construction, and
substitutions of other cost-effective means to gain the same benefits. And the fifth shows how
the Christian approach informs specific case studies of dams that should or should not be
removed.

Historical Context: Dams from Native Americans to the 21st Century
The history of dam construction in the United States spans three distinct periods. The
first period, Incipience, began with the Mormon migration to Utah in 1847 and ended around
the 1890s. It was marked by small communities diverting rivers with primitive diversion works
and limited technologies. The second period, Florescence, lasted from the signing of the
Reclamation Act in 1902 until the Great Depression. It was marked by the federal government
taking firm charge of the western rivers by furnishing the capital and expertise for expansive
development. The third period, Empire, ranged from the 1940s into the foreseeable future. This
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period was marked by the twin forces of government and private wealth bringing every major
western river under their unified control.10
For thousands of years, farmers all over the world have used irrigation, diverting water
from rivers and streams to water their fields. Early civilizations like the Chinese learned the art
of diverting water and flooding their fields for growing crops; and the Egyptians gave the world
the first hydraulic engineering and systematic irrigation by capitalizing on the Nile’s seasonal
floods.11 The early indigenous peoples of North America were no exception. Native civilizations
predating the arrival of both Spanish and Anglo-American settlers relied on the cultivation of
irrigated crops in the West.12 For example, the Hohokam and their predecessors used canal
irrigation on the Santa Cruz River in the Tucson area as early as 1200 B.C. and canal irrigation
was well established in the Phoenix area by about 500 A.D. 13 But prehistoric Indian irrigation did
not sustain the bulk of native food production in the West. Many tribes never used river-flow
for agriculture, and their agrarian technology had little or no impact on the riparian
environment.14 Not until large numbers of settlers from the eastern United States began
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moving westward in the mid-nineteenth century did interest in large-scale development of
western water resources become manifest.15
The Mormon refugees who emigrated to Utah’s Salt Lake Valley in the late 1840s were
the first Anglo-Americans to embrace the possibilities of irrigation technology. 16 To survive in
the arid wilderness of Utah, they diverted streams that flowed from the Wasatch Mountains to
irrigate their crops, and they dammed creeks so the overflowing waters would soften the arid
soil. Their irrigated communities set a precedent for later agrarian pioneers who colonized the
West.17
By the 1850s, irrigated agriculture became a major economic activity in central
California supporting the gold mining camps of the Sierra Nevada. The commercial interest in
irrigation increased as more settlers moved to the region; and by 1886, twenty-one irrigation
colonies in the Fresno region covered 45,000 acres and supported 7,500 residents. Most of
these hydraulic systems were privately owned and operated by a consortium of influential San
Francisco businessmen. While the private companies were willing to invest their own money in
those parts of the system that would divert water onto the low-lying lands that they directly
controlled, they were hesitant to fund any broader scheme without government assistance. 18
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By the mid-1880s, most of the small streams in the American West had been diverted
for irrigation and other uses.19 It was becoming clear to sprawling settlements and the private
irrigation companies that large dams on the major rivers would soon be needed to expand
water supplies. The federal government took the initiative to research the feasibility of
providing this infrastructure. In 1888, Congress passed a resolution sending the U.S. Geological
Survey to examine the arid regions of the West, determine the capacity of the streams and
rivers for irrigation, and arrive at the cost of construction of possible dams and reservoirs. 20
After Congress had this initial foothold in the region, several outside factors drove an increase
in federal involvement in western irrigation. Most importantly, the depression of the 1890s
crippled construction of private irrigation projects and drove down the value of irrigable land. 21
By the end of this first period of Incipience, autonomous individuals all across the West cried
out, “We need the state!”22
The transition toward dependence on federal works sparked the second period,
Florescence, beginning with the Reclamation Act during Theodore Roosevelt’s presidency.
Roosevelt was an irrepressible outdoorsman and ardent conservationist who wielded the
power of the federal government to conserve and make efficient use of the nation’s natural
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resources.23 In 1902, Roosevelt—driven by his passion for a progressive stance on national
resources—signed the National Reclamation Act into law, which stated:
All moneys received from the sale of public lands in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming . . . are hereby reserved, set aside, and
appropriated as a special fund in the Treasury to be known as the “reclamation fund” to
be used in the examination and survey for and the construction and maintenance of
irrigation works for the storage, diversion and development of waters for the
reclamation of arid and semiarid lands in the said states and territories. 24

This law set the stage for complete federal control of water access and agricultural security. The
Act permitted construction projects to be undertaken directly by the newly formed U.S.
Reclamation Service without review or authorization by Congress.25 From that moment, the
agency became increasingly autonomous and powerful by independently authorizing projects
and funds. By the first decade of the 1900s, the federal government was widely perceived as a
savior possessing the technical skills and financial resources necessary to make the dessert
bloom and provide a new era of urban expansion.26
Governmental regulation in the Progressive Era following the Reclamation Act asserted
a grand, utilitarian ethic of providing the greatest good for the greatest number of people, and
challenged notions of unfettered private exploitation of resources that still lingered from
previous decades. In the public eye, social and environmental problems could only be solved by
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highly trained government agencies armed with science and deep federal pockets. The
Reclamation Service, which had been constructing dams and reservoirs merely for irrigation
purposes, saw the possibility of combining irrigation storage with hydroelectric power
production and increased river navigation.27 The practical complexities of this multi-use of the
river ultimately reinforced the public notion that the federal government needed to take the
lead on river development.28
As hydropower generation in privately owned dams became more accessible, the Army
Corps of Engineers, established in the early 1800s for military and civil construction, at first
viewed it largely as an impediment to river navigation. However, the Reclamation Service—
renamed the Bureau of Reclamation in 1923—embraced the multi-use idea of dams and
invested early on in designing hydroelectric dams.29 This set the stage for the confrontation
over dam building between the two government agencies—the Army Corps of Engineers and
the newly formed civilian Bureau of Reclamation.30 The Corps initially focused on building
infrastructure meant for river navigation and protection like flood control dams, locks for barge
navigation, bridges, and levees. But by the time of the New Deal, the Army Corps was pursuing
hydroelectric projects ardently and often raced the Bureau to obtain funds.
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The heyday of the Bureau’s water facility
construction occurred during the Depression
and the twenty-five years after World War II.31
The federal government and the private elite’s
overwhelming control of the West’s water
supply marked this period of Empire. During the
Great Depression, FDR’s “New Deal” intended to
Figure 3: Concrete pouring operations on the
Grand Coulee Dam construction site, 1936

drive economic recovery by putting Americans
back to work through Federal activism.32 Federal

agencies attempted to stabilize all aspects of the economy by controlling agricultural
production, stabilizing wages and prices, and creating vast public works programs for the
unemployed.33 The government authorized billions of dollars to the Public Works
Administration, Civilian Conservation Corps, and the Bureau of Reclamation for public works
projects. Included in this influx of projects was a wave of new dam proposals meant to produce
electricity, provide jobs, and supply irrigation water. Among these projects were a few notable
dams: Bonneville Dam, Grand Coulee Dam (see Figure 334), Hoover Dam, and the Upper
Mississippi River lock and Dams.
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From the New Deal on until the
1960s, the Army Corps and the Bureau
dueled with one another, staking out
dam sites up and down the West,
lining up supporters and pursuing
construction activities at an
astonishing pace. The bizarre turf war
pitted the egos of water bureaucrats

Figure 4: Floyd Dominy standing proudly in front of the
Hoover Dam

and military engineers—aligned with their congressional patrons and local sponsors—claiming
rivers and pouring concrete in a helter-skelter pattern.35 Eventually even state governments
began building water projects across the West, competing with the federal agencies for rights
to dam sites and the water rights of the rivers.
Floyd Dominy, Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation from 1959 to 1969, is the
perfect, representative figure of the era of big dams. He was by far the most colorful and
influential character in this period of water history, and he believed without a doubt in the
Bureau’s vision of unfettered conquest of western rivers (see Figure 4 36). His purpose, he said,
was to give life to a parched land. And he believed without question, that a free-flowing river
was a useless river.37 Near the end of his life when he was once challenged on his brash
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approach to building dams in the 50s and 60s, he said, “I have no apologies. I was a crusader for
the development of water. I was the messiah.”38 It was the right of man, he thought, to change
nature for the better.39 So, it only made sense to pour as much concrete as possible in as many
canyons that met the mandatory specifications—to Dominy, there was no difference between
the farm pond dam on his ranch and the mega dams he built in the western canyons. He was
providing recreation space and irrigation for hundreds of thousands of people. Dominy’s
outlook and tactics provide a picture of how industrialism transformed the West in the years
following the New Deal and WWII.
The Bureau’s wildly influential “if it flows, then dam it” approach was stopped in its
tracks in the late 60s, early 70s. The development of a strong environmental movement in late
1960s counter-culture, coupled with the first failure of a large dam in America—the Teton Dam
failure of 1976 in Eastern Idaho (see Figure 540)—changed how the American public viewed
large dams and the Bureau.41 In the late 1960s, environmental concerns emerged to the
foreground for the first time in any meaningful way. Liberal activists protested and radical
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groups advocated sabotage to bring down the dams they believed were scourges on the
environment.42
Since the 1970s, environmental regulations on dam building have increased as the
science and research surrounding
ecology has grown. Concerns over
water quality, fish populations,
wildlife habitat, water speed,
riparian landscapes, and river
aesthetics have grown. Universities,
government agencies, and some

Figure 5: Teton Dam Failure, 1976

private companies have accepted the responsibility of providing research needed to make
informed decisions on dam building that was once taken so lightly. In fact, since the 1990s,
there has been a growing movement in America to remove the dams that are safety hazards or
that cause more environmental harm than the good they produce. In the last 25 years nearly
1000 dams have been removed in America alone.43
However, there is a reason for the heightened care about the effects of dams. As I
described in the introduction, dam infrastructure in the U.S. is aging to hazardous levels. Their
impacts on local environments are far more evident now than they were 40 years ago. Species
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diversity in many rivers is declining, water quality is decreasing due to stagnation in reservoirs,
sediment buildup is causing flood concerns, riparian wildlife habitat is submerged by reservoir
fluctuation. To offset these rising
problems, the government in the
early 1990s began authorizing
billions of dollars of mitigation
funds each year to go toward
environmental and wildlife
restoration for dams.44 Sadly,
Figure 6: Fish ladder at Lower Monumental Dam

although government agencies

have spent hundreds of millions of dollars each year trying to increase river biodiversity by
repairing riparian landscapes which provide fish and wildlife habitat and stabilize river-banks,
and by building fish ladders and hatcheries, the rate of fish making the journey upriver to
spawn is still embarrassingly low. In 2012, the Idaho Dept of Fish and Game published a report
showing that between 1991 and 2012, the government spent $40.1 million on providing a path
for sockeye salmon alone up into the Snake and past the Lower Snake River dams into its
tributaries (see Figure 645); and exactly 4,570 total sockeye salmon returned upriver.46 That
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comes out to $8,785 spent per adult fish to bring them upstream—on one river, in one state.
This staggering number shows just important these issues are. Are the methods that the
government uses to mitigate the numerous ecological and social problems like fish passage
actually beneficial? Are they efficient? More importantly, are they God honoring and in line
with principles He gives us in Scripture? Maybe it really should cost $8,785 per fish per river to
rectify the mistakes made in the early 20 th century. But maybe, the government is just treating
the symptoms, not the root cause. Maybe Christian truth can provide radical, God-honoring
answers that buck the modern paradigm and fix the broken system.

Theological Context: The Dominion Mandate
Now that we have looked at the historical context of dam building and removal, we
need to turn to the theological context. Like most Scriptural principles, the dominion mandate
given in Genesis 1:26-8 does not answer yes/no questions about the specifics of creation care.
True wisdom lies in application. Answering questions about the particulars of dam building,
therefore, requires careful reflection on and application of Scriptural principles.
Genesis 1:28 says, “Then God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of
the air, and over every living thing that moves on the earth” (NKJV.) The first command in this
verse is to be fruitful and multiply. God places incredible value on His image-bearers, and
desires that humans fill the earth to care for it and imitate God’s love and creativity to the ends
of the world.
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Secondly, He commands us to subdue the earth. The Hebrew word for subdue, kabash,
can mean tread down or subdue or force.47 From the beginning, God designed man to draw
good things from the earth. Genesis 2:15 says, “Then the LORD God took the man and put him
in the garden of Eden to tend and keep it.” God provided man with everything he needed, but
to access food and water and the gold of Havilah, Adam had to tend and keep the earth. T
Subduing the earth looks exactly like what Adam had to do to the garden of Eden: furrowing
the soil, harvesting seeds and planting them in the most fertile land, diverting water—all of it
meant to draw good gifts from the earth by the action of human hands.
Man’s fall in Genesis 3 only accentuated this reality. When God cursed man and the
ground, creation no longer did man’s bidding gladly or easily. Adam still brought creation into
submission as before, but after the fall he tended the garden by the sweat of his brow and
creation groaned in the process. Micah gives an excellent picture, post-fall, of what godly
submission looks like. Micah 7:19 says of God, “He will again have compassion on us, and will
subdue our iniquities. You will cast all our sins into the depths of the sea.” When God subdues
mankind’s iniquities, He takes away our sins and casts them into the sea to right what is wrong
in us by His Grace. God makes us straight when we are crooked. Accordingly, when man
subdues creation, he is to make straight what is crooked. The earth groans because of
mankind’s sin; and God directly commands us to right that wrong by subduing creation.
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The Hebrew word for dominion, radah, is a royal word denoting the reign of a king, or
the act of treading down.48 The environmentalist’s first argument against a Christian approach
to ecology is that “dominion” is unjust from the start. Who is man to claim any priority over
animals or trees? However, God commands man to be a king over creation. The question is
then, what does Biblical kingship look like? The command to kingship is by definition a
command to humility; it requires care for creation, not harming it with absolute power. 49 Psalm
72: 8,12-4 describes the humble and yet dominating rule of the Messiah, “He shall have
dominion also from sea to sea, and from the River to the ends of the earth… For He will deliver
the needy when he cries, the poor also, and him who has no helper. He will spare the poor and
needy, and will save the souls of the needy. He will redeem their life from oppression and
violence; and precious shall be their blood in His sight.” The kingly power man has over creation
imitates the Messiah’s rule over creation—it is one of mercy and help to the helpless.
A helpful analogy from Ephesians 5 shows how Christian power and leadership are not
exploitive or oppressive.50 Paul teaches that the headship of a husband over his wife should
mirror Christ’s love for the church. Sacrificial leadership means a husband beautifies his wife
and causes her to become more fruitful, not less. Christian dominion over the earth looks like
beautifying the earth and caring for it, not selfishly exploiting it.
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Keeping these terms of “dominion” and “subduing” in mind, there are three important
principles to be drawn from the dominion mandate that will inform the discussion of dam
building and removal. First, there is value in nature, so we should deeply care what happens to
the earth. When God rested on the seventh day of creation, He called His creation very good.
He breathed life into every corner of existence and placed value in the minutia of an insect’s
wings and the grandeur of the Grand Canyon. To clarify, creation is not an ultimate good; it
obtains its value not from itself but completely from God. This grants a dignity to creation apart
from its relationship to or usefulness to man. Francis Schaeffer argues that material things
cannot be considered lowly for two reasons: first because God made it all, and second because
Christ’s body was raised from the dead.51 We believe that the physical body of Christ that ate
and drank after his resurrection is somewhere in the unseen world. The resurrection and
ascension prove that our world has value because God took on material flesh, not just for a
time, but for eternity.52
Second, man’s relationship to creation is primarily one of dominion and we need to act
like it. In Genesis 1, God’s command to Adam and Eve was for them to fill the earth and rule
over it as sacrificial kings. Genesis 1:26 says, “Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in Our image,
according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the
air, and over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the
earth.’” Man is not on earth to grovel at the feet of endangered turtles or weep for sheep lead
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to the slaughter; God did not place us beneath the rest of creation and we cannot act like He
did. We are to act like the sacrificial kings that God created us to be, and learn how to treat
creation with power and compassion.
Third, man’s primary needs come before plants’ and animals’ primary needs. This
principle clearly distinguishes Christian creation care from environmentalism. Man is created in
God’s image and as such is set apart from and above the rest of creation. This Scriptural truth
justifies a hungry man in killing his livestock. His immediate wellbeing is a more important
reality than the life of his livestock. This does not grant total oppressive power over nature any
more than man’s kingly role over creation does. Yes, as an Image-bearer of God, man is above
nature and should use it for his wellbeing, but he cannot torture it. Accordingly, it is morally
acceptable to kill your pig and eat it, but it is not morally acceptable to torture it first.
Distinguishing between a misuse of nature and proper utilization requires great wisdom.

Application to Dams: Know the Place
Priorities: Environmental or Economic?
Now that we have covered the historical and theological contexts of the topic, it is vital
to discuss how the dominion mandate informs dams. Francis Schaeffer argues that Christians
should assume tending the earth will cost us more time and more money than secularists. 53 We
have a scriptural responsibility to care for the earth in a way that a secular person has no
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incentive to. It does not matter if the current model for maintaining dams or restoring
ecosystems is efficient or cheap. Saving a buck is not the rubric by which we measure proper
care for the earth—this argument is incredibly important but often not apparent to modern
Christians. Hydropower is inexpensive and remarkably efficient when compared to other
energy production methods; and efficiency is not an evil to be avoided. Christians should
pursue the most efficient and fiscally responsible path in creation management. But striving for
efficiency does not supplant other environmental concerns.
To push this thought further, is it possible to say that environmental concerns should
fundamentally take priority over economic benefits? The answer is one of scale. If an activity is
harmful to the environment but also lucrative, it’s efficiency does not justify harming the
creation that God values. For instance, Christians should recognize that no matter how efficient
and profitable strip mining may be, it does not justify the environmental harm it causes to
God’s creation. However, if an activity is very beneficial to the environment, but terribly
inefficient and costly, its benefits may not outweigh the consequence of being fiscally
irresponsible.
Instead of settling for fiscally irresponsible and inefficient creation care, or efficient but
destructive exploitation, Christians need to find the third way of responsible use and care of
creation. Using the earth for mankind’s benefit requires that we protect it and use it properly.
Christians should assume that tending the earth in a Biblical way will require more work, time,
and money than secular models. This responsibility requires immense care, especially when
applied to dams and irrigation works.
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Can We Change Nature Too Much?
God commands mankind to change nature. But is there a way we can change creation
too much or in an unhelpful way? Are dams an example of changing nature too much? Should
we build dams to irrigate and change desert landscapes? These are all questions that this
section strives to answer.
In the secular environmental model, dams are considered harmful because they ruin the
“natural” state of an environment. Dams drastically change the environment and remove the
free-flowing aspects of a wild river. Wilderness is one of the greatest goods to pursue in any
environment. If man could just step out of the picture a little more and let nature do as it wills,
then we could restore a more proper order to the universe. This theory makes perfect sense if
you start with the foundational assumption of evolution. John Muir, one of the early pioneers
of the environmentalist movement who drove the creation of federal wilderness reserves and
national parks, argued in the late 19th century that evolutionary science proved humans had no
priority over nature.54 He argued that if man’s existence is just as much of an accident as a
Californian Redwood, and if man is on the same moral footing as a squirrel—because morality
does not exist—then man has no right to ruin the habitat of other creatures. 55 This idea is called
“Island Civilization.” Carried out to its end, it argues that humanity is obligated to the rest of
nature to seclude itself in small land reserves to reduce the human disturbance footprint. 56 One
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of the most important environmental historians, Roderick Nash, writes that man is at center of
the problem:
Dams, mines, and roads are not the basic threat to the wilderness quality of an
environment. Civilized people are, and whether they come with economic or
recreational motives is, in a sense, beside the point. Wilderness values are such that
even appropriate kinds of recreational use can, in sufficient quantity, destroy the
wildness of a place.57

In microcosm, “Island Civilization” is the exact argument made by environmentalists about
dams today: the free-flowing nature of rivers is a good, and mankind’s influence on the wild
state is bad.
Christian creation care, however, does not pursue wilderness, it strives for responsible,
hands-on management of creation. In fact, Scripture is clear that wilderness and barren
landscapes are consequences of sin. In Psalm 107:33-8, the psalmist describes Gods treatment
of barren and fruitful land. In the land of the wicked, “He turns rivers into a wilderness, and the
water-springs into dry ground; a fruitful land into barrenness, for the wickedness of those who
dwell in it.” But in the land of the righteous, “He turns a wilderness into pools of water, and dry
land into water-springs. There He makes the hungry dwell, that they may establish a city for a
dwelling place, and sow fields and plant vineyards, that they may yield a fruitful harvest. He
also blesses them, and they multiply greatly; and He does not let their cattle decrease.” Notice
that among the signs of God’s blessing on people are the transformation and development of
their land and the growth of their population—and with it, their food supply.58 However, when
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God curses a land, He empties it of human population and domestic animals, returning it to the
wild beasts.59 This distinction is no accident; it is rooted in the very nature of man, beast, and all
God’s created order.60
Although Scripture teaches that wilderness is not desirable above dominion taking, this
does not imply that every inch of land needs to be turned into green grassland. Often, the
temperate, North American wilderness that we are accustomed to can still be healthily
productive without turning into grass lands. Sometimes, limited development and management
of land can provide reliable game and fish populations and the more unquantifiable benefits of
clean air and clean water. However, God is clear that barren, unproductive land is not a
blessing—it is a curse.

A Healthy Environment
To answer our initial question of how much disturbance is helpful, it is necessary to
paint a picture of what a healthy environment looks like. This can only be done broadly because
different climates provide different possibilities of health and harm. Nevertheless, measuring a
healthy environment requires well-rounded, wholistic study of the impact of an environmental
or ecological disturbance. This requires examining the land, water, and animal life of any given
environment. A helpful rubric we can derive from these categories is evaluating an
environment’s biodiversity, soil health, and water quality. These three categories also provide a
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snapshot of how a healthy environment directly benefits us: water to drink and use, soil to
grow food, and biodiversity to provide food and nourish our intellect, need of beauty, and
artistic inclinations. Christians should look at these general categories not only as benchmarks
that we should sustain in their current state, but improve. Sustainability is not the goal of
proper Christian creation care.61 In the parable of the talents in Matthew 25, the servant who
hid his one talent in the ground was rebuked by his master; the one who was interested in
sustainability sinned in his laziness. Therefore, Christians are called not only to sustain a healthy
environment, we are commanded to benefit the land’s biodiversity, soil health and water
quality.

Impact and Size
For a dam to protect or increase a region’s environmental health, the outcome largely
depends on the size of the dam. Dams can range in size from a foot high and 5 feet wide, up to
900 feet high and 16 miles wide. Dams are categorized differently in different regions, but for
the most part, they are divided into three groups according to their size and their hazard
potential.62 Dams over 150 ft tall are usually classified as large dams, those between 100 and 50
ft are medium dams, and those between 50 and 1 ft are small dams. Since small dam projects
have correspondingly small construction work and little or no reservoir, they are seen as having
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a relatively low environmental
impact compared to large dams
(see Figure 763).64 For example, a
small 10 MW run-of-the-river plant
(run-of-the-river meaning there is
virtually no water storage and the
outflow is the same as the inflow)
Figure 7: Small hydro dam—notice the lack of reservoir

built in a hilly location can use as
little as 2.5 acres of land, equal to a

quarter of an acre per MW produced.65 On the other hand, a large dam like the Balbina hydro
plant in a flat landscape flooded 2,360 square kilometers of the Amazon rainforest, an area the
size of Delaware, but only produces 250 MW of electricity.66 That comes to flooding more than
2,000 acres per MW produced! This is an extreme example of large hydro’s land impact per
MW generated, but it goes to show a valuable distinction. The majority of the ecological issues
like this one that plague large dams only exist to a fraction of the degree in small dams.
Granted, the benefits of small dams also exist in a fraction of what large dams provide, but this
goes hand-in-hand with my point. Since economic benefit is not the primary goal, and large
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dams are far more likely to be harmful, Christians should embrace alternatives like small dams
to mitigate the more important environmental problems of larger dams. Small dams impound
less sediment, they are less likely to interrupt fish runs and more easily bypassed if they do,
their reservoirs are less likely to force the relocation of towns and homesteads, they are less
likely to flood important wildlife habitat, they are less likely to cause harmful evaporation from
their reservoirs, etc.67 For the most part, the smaller the dam, the less likely it is to adversely
harm the biodiversity, soil health, or water quality of a watershed.
A helpful way to think about the difference between the environmental impact of a
small dam and a large dam is in the distinction between the terms “pulse disturbance” and
“press disturbance.” A pulse disturbance is a relatively instantaneous alteration of an
environment or ecological balance, after which the system “relaxes” back to its previous state
of equilibrium.68 An example of a pulse disturbance would be the effects that a wildfire has on
the region it burns. The brush and grasses will all be burnt away, loss of animal habitat will
cause the biodiversity of the region to decline, and dislodged soils will rush through the
watershed, causing water quality to greatly decrease. However, these effects are all temporary.
After one or two seasons, the region harmed by the wildfire will be bursting with new life, even
more than before the fire. The water quality will return quickly after young plant growth begins
retaining the soil throughout the watershed, and eventually the forest’s biodiversity will
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increase as trees grow back stronger and new brush provides animal habitat. In an individual
snapshot right after the wildfire, there are clearly negative effects; but following the initial
pulse there are increased benefits.69
A press disturbance on the other hand is a sustained alteration of an environment or
ecology until it reaches a harmful new equilibrium.70 An example of this would be building a
road in an eroding hillside. If the sediment is already vulnerable due to deforestation, storms,
or seasonal flood waters, building a road in the hillside will cause erosion problems that can last
for hundreds of years. It will cause habitat loss and negative effects on water quality
downstream.71 Press disturbances cause lasting environmental damage, and should be avoided.
Accordingly, large dams are at a much higher risk of creating a press disturbance than small
dams. However, the inferiority of large dams in this sense is not a universal truth, as will be
made clearer in the following sections.

Restoring People to Place
So, how can you know which kinds of dams are most helpful—maybe medium dams or
just really small dams? This question brings us to the central claim of my paper: in order to care
for and restore the world man has to know the place he is in. Robert Campbell puts it well,
creation care is the task of restoring people to place.72 In Genesis 1 and 2, God creates mankind,
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male and female, and places them in a garden; God planted the seeds and Adam was supposed
to work to bring the flowers.73 Taking care of the land required Adam to know the place he was
in. God puts people in places to restore them and bring Him glory. Wendell Berry expands on
this idea in his discussion on farmers knowing their land:
The most necessary thing in agriculture, for instance, is not to invent new technologies
or methods, not to achieve “breakthroughs,” but to determine what tools and methods
are appropriated to specific people, places, and needs, and to apply them correctly.
Application (which the heroic approach ignores) is the crux, because no two farms or
farmers are alike; no two fields are alike. Just the changing shape or topography of the
land makes for differences of the most formidable kind. Abstractions never cross these
boundaries without either ceasing to be abstractions or doing damage. And
prefabricated industrial methods and technologies are abstractions. The bigger and
more expensive, the more heroic, they are, the harder they are to apply considerately
and conservingly.74

Berry is not just talking about farmers. He is talking about following the grain of the natural
order that God has created. The answers to environmental problems do not lie in futuristic
technologies and in industrial, abstract methods applied to all situations.
Berry’s argument speaks directly against the dam builders of the 20 th century. They
imposed a universalized solution to every instance of needing irrigation water, electricity, and
recreation space by relentlessly pouring concrete in canyon after canyon. Granted, the Bureau
and Army Corps did build dams with different physical structures, different designs, different
sizes. I’m not trying to re-write history by saying the agencies were utterly inflexible from site to
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site and only used one blueprint during the 20 th century. However, the government agencies
did approach every project with the same mindset: build the dams as large as the landscape’s
capacity can handle, provide as much irrigation water as possible, provide as much power
generation as possible, provide as much recreation space as possible. This flies in the face of the
Christian approach. Not every dam site is the same and not every local population needs the
same things. So, to answer the question above of how to know whether to build a small or
medium dam or no dam at all, it requires knowing your individual space.
Solutions to environmental problems are found, not in new breakthrough methods, but
in modeling our ecological management after ecological processes. Ecosystems are incredibly
resilient because God designed the earth and called it good. He created processes so complex
and efficient that man can hardly imitate them. So, to put it simply, when we face
environmental problems, we should not try to reinvent the wheel. Often, the best way to
answer the problem is to study how nature handles the issue in other environments. This isn’t a
“mother nature knows all” kind of approach. It is merely recognizing that God’s creation is
incredibly complex and He designed it with a consistent order. The best way to fix problems
then is to allow the blueprints of God’s created order to inform our blueprints. Berry writes,
“for it is in the presence of the problems that their solutions will be found.” 75
For example, to fix erosion problems on a hillside we shouldn’t first mix a bag of
concrete and build a canal to move the excess water. We should study water seepage and how
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native plant growth and wild grasses retains sediments. To fix bad water quality in a stream or
reservoir, we shouldn’t just start pouring chemicals into the water. This addresses only the
symptoms of the problem, not the root cause. Instead, we should study wetland drainage, how
native plants purify water, the amount of debris decomposing in the water, and the speed of
the water flow. To fix nutrient-low soil we shouldn’t just pour chemical fertilizer into the
ground. This only addresses the symptoms. We should study no till methods, cover crops, crop
rotations—how different crops are able to bring different nutrients back into the soil—and
native plant growth that will provide deep root systems to aerate and bring water to the soil.
Biologists call this “process-based restoration.” In a report on river restoration projects, the
authors contrast this process-based restoration with previous restoration techniques:
This approach [process-based restoration] contrasts with restoration efforts that focus
on creating specific habitat characteristics to meet perceived “good” habitat conditions
or uniform habitat standards. Such restoration actions favor engineered solutions that
create artificial and unnaturally static habitats. These approaches therefore attempt to
control processes and dynamics rather than restore them. Moreover, such actions
include channel stability as a criterion for success. By contrast, efforts that reestablish
system processes promote recovery of habitat and biological diversity, and include river
dynamics (e.g., bank erosion, channel migration, flooding) as criteria for success.
Because process restoration focuses on restoring critical drivers and functions, these
actions will help avoid common pitfalls of engineered solutions, such as the creation of
habitats that are beyond a site's natural potential, piecemeal stabilization of habitat
features, and restored habitats that are ultimately overwhelmed by untreated system
drivers.76

In a nutshell, process-based restoration is what Berry’s rejection of abstracted methods looks
like. In turning away from methods that create static or uniform solutions, Christians do not
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become Luddites. It is not a rejection of technology; it is a rejection of wrongly using technology
as a uniform solution to environmental problems. Christians should not turn to aggrandized,
abstracted methods. We need to turn to technologies and methods that align with God’s
efficient natural processes and apply them to our specific place.
Fixing environmental problems surrounding dams is no different. When we see
problems our first thought should not be to grab the concrete and chemicals; it should be to
study natural processes of moving sediment, of building fish habitat, of improving water
quality, of water conservation, of healthy riparian landscape. Local ecologies should drive all
our decision making. Not every dam needs to come down, but every dam does need to be
rethought. We need to teach environmentalists how to model our blueprints after God’s
blueprints, but for the right reason: not to set it free to a wild state, but to value it as God
values it.

Practical Alternatives
There are two categories of alternatives that Christians should think through concerning
dams. First are alternatives that remove market distortions which encourage building large
dams. Second are alternatives to the current dam model that provide cost-effective means to
gain the same benefits like power generation and irrigation water.
If we could remove some of the market distortions driving dam building, then dams will
be more helpful in the fewer scenarios they are necessary. Some of the largest driving factors in
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building dams have been problems with water shortages and irrigation needs. Removing water
subsidies and crop subsidies will nearly alleviate the problem of water shortages in the West
and will drastically lower irrigation needs. Former Commissioner of the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, Daniel P. Beard, writes:
Here’s what’s important about western water use. Irrigated agriculture accounts for
85% of all the water consumed in the West depending on the location. All those rapidly
growing urban archipelagos, with their swimming pools, lawns, golf courses, and
fountains, and all the businesses and industries they’ve created, account for only 10
percent of all water consumed in the West. So what is the water consumed by
agriculture used for? Nearly two-thirds of it is used to produce low-value, high wateruse forage for cattle.77

The majority of farmers in the West also use too much water in inefficient flood irrigation. 78
They build levies around their fields, then
turn on the water pump. Water rises and
floods their crops (see Figure 879).
However, the method is incredibly
inefficient—an estimated 50% of the
water flushes past the root systems.80
Figure 8: Flood irrigation in a broccoli field
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incentivizes flood irrigation because flooding is much quicker and doesn’t require expensive
drip-hoses or center pivot irrigation systems.
However, the very suggestion to remove crop or water subsidies causes a raging outcry.
Amusingly, no one argues that these subsidies truly encourage growth and maintain real
market values in time of flux. The argument against removing these outdated and harmful
subsidies often goes, “But so many farmers are going to get laid off! They won’t be able to
compete in the new market.” The answer to that is, “You mean they won’t be able to compete
in the actual market?” Economist Ryan McMaken writes:
The virtues of subsidized water are sung using the usual arguments for corporatism and
crony capitalism. We’re told that what’s good for the Western farmer is good for
America. It’s a matter of national security. Local economies will collapse without
agriculture. Subsidized water “creates jobs.” It’s a way of life that must be preserved.
And so on.81

Yes, if subsidies are removed, farmers will spend capital to shift their growing processes
for crops that have actual market value. But are the temporary pains of resetting the
agricultural industry to meet the actual market a strong enough argument to continue such a
harmful system? No. Billions of dollars each year are wasted when the government uses such
an outdated, rigid, and unnecessary system of subsidies.82 The market should determine what
crops are needed. This in turn should determine how much water is needed to grow the right
crops.
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Incentive to build large dams would vastly decrease if water was sold to farmers at
market price. This would greatly incentivize the farmer to conserve his irrigation water because
it will cost him what it realistically costed the government to divert it from the rivers and
transport it to him. Most likely, farmers would use less water and pay market value for the little
they do. This would in turn relieve the need for massive storage reservoirs behind dams that
often prove environmentally harmful.
The second category of alternatives that Christians desperately need to consider is
alternatives that offer some of the same key benefits the current dam model provides like
power generation and irrigation water. Removing a dam does not always get rid of a region’s
needs. A city may rely on power from the dam, or local farms on irrigation water from the
reservoir. But there are alternatives that can provide some of these same needs in less harmful
ways. First, removing hydropower generation is often offset by other popular power sources:
solar, natural gas, etc. In recent years, these technologies have grown more and more efficient
as society places more market value on clean energy production.
There are also less developed technologies that still utilize hydropower with less
common dam and diversion models. For example, off-stream reservoirs.83 Instead of creating a
lake in the middle of a river and completely cutting off passage of fish, bugs, dirt, logs, rocks,
etc. to flow in their natural order, off-stream reservoirs let the river continue to run. Utilizing
this method requires a specialized location—not every dam site could use an off-stream
reservoir—but it is worth a conversation.
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Small, in-stream power
generation turbines offer power
generation alternatives to dams
that span entire rivers (see Figure
984). Presently, these small
turbines are designed for small

Figure 9: “Smart Hydro Power” tidal-turbines

generation capacity to power
remote homesteads, neighborhoods, and ranches that are off the grid. There is not very much
incentive to put a turbine in a river and let the majority of the river flow around it. If efficiency
was the only concern, building a dam and a reservoir of powerful water flow would be the only
method that makes sense. However, we have seen that Christians need to put more
importance on free-flowing rivers, and these small in-stream turbines are compelling
alternatives. As Christians become more conscious of these issues and more time is put into
finding alternatives, technologies like this will become more efficient and cost-effective.
In a similar vein, Archimedes turbines provide possible alternatives to small dam
designs, to help reduce environmental impact (see Figure 1085) They provide a seamless flow of
water between their blades that fish and sediment are able to easily pass through. They are
usually used on streams with very little elevation or water flow because they move slowly and
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don’t need a steep drop for water to turn the turbine. This, however, puts major constraints on
their size and their efficiency. Archimedes turbines only fit in small generation facilities on small
rivers, but they offer an excellent alternative to many small dam models under thirty feet.
The last alternative I have to
offer is more of a mindset shift, but
it plays out in the particulars. What
if we thought of dams as the
temporary structures that they
really are? Dams are not
mountains; they are not permanent
structures. Depending on the river

Figure 10: Archimedes screw turbine generating power beside
fish ladder

they are blocking, dams only have about a 50 to 75 year lifetime before they begin to leak and
crumble. At that age benchmark, dams must either be majorly overhauled, costing millions
more dollars and likely creating lasting press disturbances, or they can be torn down. To
prevent a dam’s impact on the environment from becoming a press disturbance, what if we
treated dams with a cyclical mindset? We would be designing the dam from the outset to
provide the electricity we need, and then come down and free the river when it’s lifetime is
up—thus creating only a pulse disturbance.
This would also allow planners to get a more honest cost-benefit ratio before they build
a dam. Odds are, they will most likely have to pay to take out the dam anyway, so why would
planners pretend the whole dam process will only cost ¾ or ½ of what it will turn out to be?
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Plus if the generation power of the dam over its 75 years can pay for its building and removal,
then the argument is far stronger in favor of building it.
The alternatives I’ve provided here do not come close to giving a full picture of
solutions. These are just a few ideas and technologies that stood out to me as options to
pursue. As Christians become more conscious of the deep need for creation care and the peril
that so many of our rivers are in, we will put more time and money into making these small
technologies more efficient and cost-effective. As people connect to their place, considering
alternatives to the current dam model will become more and more necessary.

Case Studies
The last portion of my paper is devoted to providing specific case studies of how the
Christian approach informs a discussion of dams. There are three main categories of case
studies that provide a well-rounded picture of dams: dams that should not be removed, dams
that should be removed, and dams that have been removed successfully. In each category I will
point to a few notable examples that help ground the paper’s discussion in physical examples.
Dams in the first category should be exceptionally well-suited to their specific location.
They should provide benefits to its environment and the local population surrounding it. To
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demonstrate a few dams that
should not be removed, I have
an example of one large dam,
and two small hydro-dams. The
Howard Hanson Dam is an
earthen embankment dam in
King County, WA. The Army
Figure 11: Howard Hanson Dam, April—notice the full reservoir after
flood season

Corps of Engineers built the 235ft-tall dam in 1961 to serve as

flood control in the Green River Valley. Since the valley was settled in the 1850s, raging flood
waters plagued the settlements and topsoil of the watershed. Over the 70 years prior to its
construction, the valley flooded more than 30 times. For example, in December 1959, flood
waters reached the second floors of the settlements alongside the Green River, and much
irreplaceable topsoil was washed into the Puget Sound. But when construction finished in 1961,
the floods were held completely at bay. The dam spans the mouth of Eagle Gorge, a ravine with
nearly vertical rock walls. During the winter, the reservoir is kept virtually empty and the river
flows through a gate-controlled tunnel. After storms, the tunnel gates control the flow by
holding excess water in the reservoir and releasing it in quantities that stay within the capacity
of the downstream channel bed (see Figure 1186).87
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Once flooding slows down each year around March, the dam begins its second major
function—water conservation. The water collected in the reservoir is used to supplement low
flows during summer seasons. This ensures a sufficient water level for successful fish migration
and spawning, while enhancing sport fishing for steelhead trout, and Coho and chinook salmon
on the Green River below and in the Puget Sound. The water released from the dam is diverted
3 miles downstream into a water purification facility for civil consumption in the Tacoma
watershed.88
This dam shouldn’t be removed for many reasons. First, its method of flood control has
very little negative environmental impact. The water in the reservoir is not stagnant—it is
entirely cyclical—meaning that there is no harmful sediment buildup, fish are able to swim
through the lower control gates, and small debris is able to continue its journey past the dam
through the tunnel. Additionally, the terrain that the reservoir covers over the summer months,
Eagle Gorge, is almost entirely a rocky ravine, which means that a relatively small amount of
animal habitat is impacted when the flood waters fill behind the dam. Moreover, estimates
show that, between its construction in 1961 and the year 1996, the dam had prevented over
$694 million in flood damages.89 The dam is able to protect thousands of lives and millions of
dollars each year, and provide helpful water flow for fish passage in the summer—all without
causing a harmful press disturbance on the environment. The Howard Hanson Dam is an
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excellent example of man taking dominion over nature; it wisely takes advantage of the rocky,
ravine topography of the Eagle Gorge, and offers immense economic benefit, all without
harming the biodiversity, soil health, or water quality of the region. This dam should not be
removed.
There are two small hydro-dams that I want to point to as further examples of dams
utilized in accord with Christian principles. The list of beneficial small-hydro dams in this
category is longer than I can count, but these two stood out to me as representative of the
group. The first is the Malibu Hydro System located a few miles north of Vancouver, Canada.
The hydro system starts from a high alpine lake where water is diverted from the lake through a
steel penstock to a power house nearly 1,250 feet below. The water level in the lake above is
controlled by a small weir dam to keep the lake at its peak level (see Figure 12 90). The 580 kW of
power generated in the power
house below is then transmitted
underwater at a high voltage to a
nearby, remote youth camp
where it is stepped down and
distributed throughout the
buildings and cabins.91
Figure 12: Malibu small hydro power-flow diagram
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This small hydro-dam system is a great example of subduing nature, using it for man’s
benefit and to the glory of God. Because the glacial lake is at such a high elevation and is fed
entirely by mountain runoff, there are no concerns of harming fish runs. The dam has almost no
harmful impact on the environment at all; it doesn’t harm the region’s biodiversity, water
quality, or soil health. It is an excellent example of man capitalizing on the location and
capturing the energy potential of falling water in a wise way. The Malibu Hydro System should
not be removed.92
My final example of wise dams that provide great value is the Horseshoe Bend Dam in
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho (see Figure 1393). It is a run-of-river hydroelectric facility located on the
Payette River in Idaho. It capitalizes on the three other rivers and two reservoirs that feed into
the Payette River, providing a steady stream year-round. The dam system has an unusual but
fascinating layout. About ¾ miles upstream from the dam, the river splits, half of it continuing
to flow in the natural river bed, and half of it flowing into a canal that travels parallel with the
river until stopping at the dam. The still-water canal supplies the water that flows through the
penstocks. This dam model allows the river to flow around it in a separate channel from where
the dam retains water. The installed capacity of the two Kaplan turbines is 9.5 MW, which can
power about 2,850 households in Idaho.94 It is an excellent example of using dams to take
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dominion. It provides
efficient electricity to power
its local region, and it has
very little environmental
impact because the river
flows freely around the dam.
This fact alone alleviates
most of the negative
ecological consequences

Figure 13: Arial view of Horseshoe Bend Dam—notice the upper canal
leading to the dam in top left, separate from the Payette River flowing
below from right to left

that dams usually cause. The Horseshoe Bend Dam in Idaho should not be removed.
...
My second group of case studies contains dams that should be removed. Similar to the
category above, the list of dams that fit this description is long. Nevertheless, two
representative examples rise to the top. The first case is the group of four Lower Snake Dams in
Idaho. The four dams—Ice Harbor Lock and Dam, Lower Monumental Lock and Dam, Little
Goose Lock and Dam, and Lower Granite Lock and Dam—form a cascade of reservoirs with no
stretches of free-flowing river between them. The Snake River was once one of the most
important rivers for the spawning of anadromous fish which hatch in river headwaters, live in
the ocean for most of their lives, and return to the river to spawn. The Snake supported species
including chinook salmon, Coho salmon, sockeye salmon, steelhead, white sturgeon, and Pacific
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lamprey.95 Before the construction of these dams on the Snake, there were three major salmon
runs, in the spring, summer and fall, totaling about 120,000 chinook salmon, and about 150,000
sockeye salmon.96 The tributaries of the Snake River—the Clearwater, Grande Ronde, and
Salmon Rivers—once provided some of the most productive spawning grounds in America.
However, since the dams were finished in 1976, return rates for the salmon to Lower
Granite Lock and Dam, the uppermost dam on the Snake, have consistently fallen below 2%. 97 A
2% to 6% return rate is the minimum rate that biologists have determined will sustain the
salmon population.98 The Idaho Dept of Fish and Wildlife has begun netting salmon below the
dams and shipping them by barge above the dams for them to maintain these dangerously low
population levels. Even while spending hundreds of millions of dollars each year to build fish
passage facilities and barge the salmon past the impregnable dams and the stagnant waters of
their reservoirs, salmon population in the tributaries has not seen any drastic rise to previous
population levels. This has in turn harmed the whole food web, including birds, invertebrates,
aquatic plant life, etc. Destroying a major species in the biodiversity of an ecosystem has widereaching impacts that go far beyond that one species.
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Not only do the Lower Snake Dams destroy the biodiversity of the river, they stand as
hazardous flood risks. Each year, 3 million cubic yards of naturally occurring sediment enters
the reservoir behind the Lower Granite Dam.99 The reservoir is now 55 percent full of sediment,
causing the water level to rise higher than the neighboring city of Lewiston. 100 The Army Corps
has recently built a series of levees around the river to protect Lewiston and Clarkston from
massive flooding and will have to continually modify these protection works as the sediment
buildup continues (see Figure 14101). Lastly, the Lower Snake Dams provide negligible amounts
of irrigation water and
seasonally-limited electricity
production. The four dams
have a maximum generation
capacity of 3,000 MW, but
because the dams can’t
provide flood control and
have virtually no storage
capacity, they reach that

Figure 14: Levee between the rising Snake River and Lewiston, ID

maximum for just a few days in any year. Their actual yearly output is just over 1,000 MW
average. In winter and late summer, when electricity is most needed and valuable, the four
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dams are able to generate less than half that average because there is very little water available
to spin the turbines. Initial studies conclude that the economic benefits of salmon and
steelhead recovery—in the form of increased commercial fishing, a resurgence of recreational
businesses, and substantial reduction in the wasteful and ineffective salmon programs currently
in place—exceed the costs to replace the dams’ seasonally-limited power. 102
The biggest push back against removing these dams is the efficient barge navigation that
the dams and reservoirs allow for. Farmers ship their grain by barge from Lewiston to Portland
at low cost. So, any suggestion to remove the Lower Snake Dams requires providing alternatives
to the efficient system of barging. Thankfully, there are two tangible alternatives to fill this
need. Both a highway and a railroad run the length of the Snake from Lewiston to Portland.
Currently, barging wheat to Portland is about 36.5 cents per bushel cheaper than taking it by
rail. Much of the rail infrastructure is outdated and limited because the market value for using
rail has been so low for the past few decades. Samantha Mace of “Save our Wild Salmon”
argues that with the possibilities we have available to us, the Snake region cannot afford to
keep investing in maintaining the dams. She says: “Can our region afford to maintain high-cost,
low-value infrastructure when other valuable projects in the basin that deliver greater value are
themselves facing expensive upgrades and repairs?”103 Currently, shipping by rail is only
cheaper for farmers who live about thirty miles away from the slack-water, but that would shift
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if the government removed the four dams and the region invested instead in rail
infrastructure.104
The transition to moving grain by rail is absolutely worth the farmers paying this small
increase.105 The four dams greatly harm the river’s biodiversity, pose rising threats of flooding,
and produce power that solar, natural gas, etc. could easily replace. As the only strong
argument for maintaining the four dams is the lower cost of barging supplies to Portland than
transporting by rail, I believe Christians have the responsibility to stand against these dams. The
four Lower Snake Dams should be removed.
My second case study of
a dam that should be removed is
the Balbina Dam on the Uatuma
River in Brazil that I mentioned
earlier in my paper (see Figure
15106). It has been marked by
environmentalist groups as the
worst dam in the world.107 The
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Figure 15: Balbina Dam and reservoir on the Uatuma River in the
Amazon
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dam, built on a flat, rainforest landscape, floods 2,360 square kilometers of land and has only
250 MW of generating capacity. Because the builders did not completely clear the reservoir
basin during construction, the massive lake caused huge amounts of unnecessary vegetation to
decompose underwater, resulting in acidic, anoxic water—enough to corrode the dam’s
turbines.108 The Brazilian government initially built Balbina dam to supply electricity for the city
of Manaus; however, by the time construction on the dam was completed, the city had already
outgrown Balbina’s generating capacity.109 From the outset Manaus already required
alternative methods of energy production.110 Among Balbina’s harmful impacts are loss of
potential use of the forest, dangerously low water quality, loss of the benefits the natural
rainforest environment provides, and the violent displacement of the indigenous people. Tribe
members who refused to leave their land during construction were reportedly gunned down
and buried in mass graves before filling up the reservoir.111
Balbina Dam does not fit the criteria of Biblical creation care. The central problem with
Balbina is that a dam does not belong in that topography. The men who built it committed the
mistake of thinking that dams are fit for every location. Metaphorically speaking, they were
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trying to raise arctic wolves on a Caribbean island, both harming their environment and
pursuing their task inefficiently. The central tenant of Christian creation care is that people
need to be restored to their place. This means knowing how to care for it and how to utilize it
by going with the grain of God’s created order. Balbina is an example of the opposite. Because
of their lack of care, the dam builders greatly harmed the environment in their inefficient
pursuit of power generation. The Balbina Dam should be removed.
...
My two final case studies are dams that have been removed successfully. As the dam
removal movement continues to grow in America, the list of successful removal stories grows
with it. Because dam removal is usually met with so much social pushback, dam removals are
almost never done in haste or without extensive environmental impact studies. So, when they
do occur, they are likely to be well thought out and restorative. The two examples I offer in this
section are great illustrations of patient, social collaboration to solve the root problem of the
dams’ impacts, not a symptom. Both examples required knowing the land; they required
studying the places and restoring them by mirroring natural processes.
The first example is the 2012 removal of the Elwha Dam and Glines Canyon Dam from
the Elwha River in Washington state. To this day, the project is the largest dam removal and
river restoration project in the U.S.112 Before the dams were built in 1914 and 1927 respectively,
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the Elwha supported ten runs of salmon and trout, including all five Pacific salmon species. 113
And for generations, the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, whose members live at the mouth of the
Elwha, depended on the river’s fish and shellfish for survival.114 The dams were initially built to
encourage the development of the Olympic Peninsula and power nearby paper and lumber
mills during a booming lumber industry on the peninsula in the early 20 th century. Together the
dams’ generation capacity was about 28 MW.115 However, neither dam had any kind of fish
passage, in violation of Washington state law.116 Because the dams were built without proper
fish passage, they inevitably ended the fish runs up into the Elwha river and its tributaries in the
Olympic National Park. This devastated the river’s fish and shellfish populations and thereby the
livelihood of the Lower Elwha Klallam tribe.
Following a failed safety inspection in 1978 showing high flood-hazard potential, and the
Elwha Klallam protesting their loss of fishing rights promised to them in an 1855 treaty,
Congress passed the Elwha River Ecosystem and Fisheries Restoration Act in 1992. 117 This Act
denied the dam to be relicensed (meaning it would either have to be majorly overhauled to
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meet proper standards or removed), and it authorized the Secretary of Interior to purchase
both the Elwha Dam and Glines Canyon Dam for a fixed price of $29.5 million from the private
power producer, James River Corporation.118 Two environmental impact statements following
this ruling concluded that neither leaving the dams intact nor installing fish passages would be
sufficient to restore the devastated fisheries.119 Further, over 27 million cubic yards of sediment
were trapped behind the dams. For decades, the dams starved the estuary at the mouth of the
Elwha River of this vital
sediment and nutrients
necessary for habitat of
Dungeness crabs, sand lance,
surf smelt, clams and other
species.120 The Department of
Interior’s only option to
restore the fish runs, return
the tribe’s livelihood protected

Figure 16: 27 million cubic yards of sediment, once trapped behind the
Glines Canyon and Elwha dams, now rebuilding the estuary at the
mouth of the Elwha River

by the treaty of 1855, and restore the estuary at the Elwha’s mouth was to remove both dams.
The removal took a decade of planning, studies, and preparation and finally finished in 2012.
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In the ensuing years, the 27 million cubic yards of sediment slowly traveled
downstream, rebuilding riverbanks and gravel bars, and created about 70 acres of new beach
and riverside estuary habitat for the crabs, clams, sand lance, and other species (see Figure
16121).122 As the Elwha continues to cut through the mountain of sediment that lay in the two
reservoirs, the river flow remains volatile to this day. The banks continue to shift and settle as
the river finds its way through a century of sediment buildup. However, salmon populations
have gradually recovered in the 5 years following the removal as salmon make runs up into the
45 miles of free-flowing river, causing the entire food web to benefit—from invertebrates to
birds to otters and bears.123 The Elwha Dam and Glines Canyon Dam provide an excellent model
for assessing the major environmental and social problems that the dams caused, and then
solving the root problem. In this instance, building fish ladders would not solve the problem.
The Elwha too much natural sediment flow to successfully sustain large hydro-dams—the
buildup caused too much harm to the biodiversity, water quality, and soil health. Lastly, the
dams violated the treaty that America signed with the native tribes of the Pacific Northwest in
1855. The presence of these dams was unjust from the outset because they stole what had
been promised to the Elwha Klallam tribe. The Elwha and Glines Canyon Dams were removed
wisely and successfully.
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My last case study is of the removal of the Jackson Street Dam from Bear Creek in 1998.
The dam was built in 1960 on Bear Creek in downtown Medford, Oregon. The small 11-ft-tall
and 120-ft-long dam was built to divert water from the creek into the irrigation canals for
nearby farmers. However, the construction of the dam resulted in a barrier to migratory fish,
loss of stream habitat, and an algae-filled impoundment located in Medford’s largest city
park.124 Due to poorly designed fish passage facilities, a fish screen and bypass system that did
not meet code, and low water flows in migration periods due to irrigation withdrawals, the dam
blocked the passage of Coho, chinook, and steelhead.125 In addition to hindering fish passage,
Jackson Street Dam created serious water quality and aesthetic problems for the city of
Medford as the silt- and debris-filled reservoir was both an eyesore and a source of stench.
Because the dam provided a cost-effective and mechanically functional irrigation
diversion system, any plans to remove the dam had to provide the irrigation district with an
equally beneficial method of water diversion.126 To replace the old dam, the city decided to use
a diversion device that is only 3-ft-tall, located about 1,200 feet upstream of the old dam site.
The fascinating thing about this new diversion device is that it is only temporarily installed each
season. It is removed at the end of each irrigation season when most upstream migration
occurs.127 When it is in place, the new diversion is designed to allow steelhead, chinook, and
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Coho to move up and downstream more easily and to not create any reservoir. 128 When the
dam was initially removed, the sediment trapped behind the dam was excavated and disposed
in a landfill, and volunteer community members restored the newly exposed stream banks by
landscaping and planting native trees. Removing the old dam was the lowest cost alternative
for achieving the project’s objectives; it restored the biodiversity of the river and fixed its water
quality issues all while restoring several miles of productive fish habitat. The removal of the
Jackson Street Dam was a wise and ingenious solution that provides a great model for future
dam removals. It is yet another proof of the nuances of this topic.

Conclusion
After just finishing this section on successful dam removals, I could easily see my reader
wondering, "You say that the Christian approach to dams is necessary, but look, you're
describing a growing movement in secular society to restore these river environments. So, why
does the Christian approach really matter if secularists are already doing what you’re
advocating for?" This is a valuable question. Thankfully there is a very practical and
straightforward answer. The men who restore river ecosystems in the name of the
environment by removing dams or spending money to update them are like blind men in a
race. They are stumbling towards a truth that they cannot see. If some of them accidentally
reach the finish-line, and wind up properly caring for the environment in one instance by God’s
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grace, that doesn’t mean that Christians who see the finish-line and sprint to it don’t have
anything to offer. Yes, there is a growing movement in America to remove dams, and likely very
few of the dam removal projects are purposefully centered in a Christian pursuit of wise
creation care. Nevertheless, Christians have a responsibility to live in God's world according to
His created order and teach others to do so. We should be leaders in creation care, taking the
hand of blind men and leading them to the truth; we should stand beside environmentalists
when they make great strides in properly restoring rivers, and we should stand against them
when they push to remove dams that we believe are wise.
Christian creation care is the only approach that holds man and nature in perspective.
Christians are not just environmentalists with a touch more telos and a sprinkle more moralism,
nor are we just industrialists with a conscience. The “green” movement is just as wrong as Floyd
Dominy and the industrial dam builders of the 20th century were. The industrialists focused only
on man’s place outside of nature—leading to environmental disasters. The environmentalists
focus only on man’s place inside of nature—leading to a servitude and worship of wilderness.
Scripture tells us that God created man simultaneously outside of nature as its king, and inside
of it by forming us out of dust. This paradox produces a creation care that secularists can’t
understand. It allows us to build dams in developing countries at the cost of the environment to
provide electricity to save human lives. It also allows us to remove imprudent dams that harm
their local ecologies. This is the prioritization of man’s vital needs over the needs of the land,
and simultaneously, of protecting ecosystems over making a buck. Balancing these priorities is
central to the Christian approach. We are to restore people to their places by knowing the land,
knowing how to use the processes God has designed to fix environmental problems.
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So, should you build a dam on your property? Should you fight to remove that big,
controversial dam in your state? Should you advocate for the construction of dams in
developing countries? I hope this paper has given you the categories to answer questions like
these. I hope that you can better weigh the social, economic, and environment controversies
surrounding dams by starting with knowing your place, knowing your land. What size is the dam
in question; does it fit the topography and layout of its place? What are its environmental
impacts on the watershed’s biodiversity, water quality, and soil health? Is it a harmful press
disturbance? Once you can give answers to these questions, think through whether the dam
operates in line with ecological processes. Is the government only building it in answer to
market distortions like subsidies? Are there alternatives that are better suited to provide its
benefits like solar and natural gas power, off-stream reservoirs, temporary irrigation diversions,
two-channel dam models, in-stream turbine generators?
Christians are too apathetic about dams and water issues. We are far too eager to leave
vital solutions to environmental activists and government agencies. True dominion requires
work. It requires the restoration of God’s people to the land. If Christians can master this, if we
can learn to correctly apply dominion to dams, water controversies will melt away and God’s
blessings will flow down upon the land.
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